Highland Community Planning Partnership
Community Workshop

27th April 2017, Fort William

Wrap-up Report

Concept:
The workshop session is the first in a series of at least 10 session designed to engage
the communities, community organisations and third sector groups around the
following areas of public development and planning:


Highland Outcome Improvement Plan



Community Justice Plan 2018+



Police Scotland 2026 Police Strategy



Highland Local Fire Plan



Active Highland Strategy

Date: 27th April 2017
Location: Voluntary Action Lochaber, Fort William
Facilitators: The session is jointly facilitated by the HTSI, Police Scotland, the SFRS,
Highland Council and the Highland Community Justice Partnership.
Resources: The event was jointly resources by members of the CPP

Attendance: 16 particpants took part in the session and were jointed by the HTSI CO,
three Police Scotland Officers, two SFRS members, Acting Head of Police Highland
Council and the Community Justice Partnership Manager.
Results:
Please see the charts overleaf.
Reactions:
Please see attached Evaluation report.
Where Next:
Once the series of events are completed this report will be collated with the other
individual event report and be fed back into the various component agencies along
with the Highland Community Planning Partnership and the Highland Community
Justice Partnership. This is anticipated to happen in May/June 2017

 Natural beauty
 Community Action; plan for all areas, developing youth
your community?
 Community involvement
 Vibrant—expanding variety population  Sense of place
[?] Ballachulish [?]
 Community Engagement; working to develop community assets
 Pro-active; local access; panel for
 Increasing employment prospects and prosperity(?)
disabled people
 We are lucky to have access to our beautiful countryside
 Lots of opportunities for volunteers
 A sense of community
 Environment; beautiful, secure and
 Environment, high quality west highlands
safe
 Scenery, vocal involvement by residents
 Strong local independent advocacy
 Positive community spirit
 Can do attitudes
 Local involvement
 The Place!; rural (beautiful surroundigs) yet close enough to
 Active volunteers
main services when needed to wished (entertainment)
 New [?] primary “community” school
 The people
 People are quiet community minded. We have great community
 The People! I live in a rural village where there is a strong sence
organisations and volunteers who do a wealth of work and
of community and people looking out for others.
provide diverse opportunities. There’s a natural feeling of
 Changes in community—improved. Ferry, High School, GP,
belonging in the smaller communities
Health
 The area has great opportunities for those who like outdoors
 Space (outdoors)
 People caring about others in their community.
 Lots of creative people interested in doing things differently
 Generally crime free

The Good—What is good about

The Bad—things that you feel aren’t available within



your community.























A method/tool for making it easier to remove jargon/
organisational EGOs etc.
To give VAL sufficient funding to be an effective HUB—the
place to go for community information that matters to the
ordinary person
No local community governance structure for Fort
William; e.g. no FW community so no local voice
No youth work support in upper Achintore and plantation
e.g. 12—25 lack of choices and opportunities
Funding to develop organisation such as voluntary action
Lochaber becoming The Hub for the community—the
place for sharing of info that really matters to people
Self acting[?] community of interest of disabled people
adequately[?] financially and instrumentally supported
Cohesion between scattered communities with ‘urban’
hub
Good public transport links to allow better employment
choices and better access to essential services
General sense of purpose in younger generation
We are short of services for young adults in transition;
those with additional needs; we struggle to provide some
specialist support and services for those with special
needs; we need more cross and intergenerational
opportunities.
Tenants for empty FW High street premises
More ethnic diversity
Private health surgeries
Fit for purpose transport infrastructure; Caol “link road”
Consultation into statutory system
More children's play facilities
More development for the needs of elderly, youth and
mental provision
Lack of home help












Drug addition support for
families
Sustained funding for
preventative services;
opportunities are often not
accessible because of a
lack of transport; people
can be isolated and lonely;
information in one place
about opportunity
Consultation! By HC does
not meet the community
requirements
More leisure facilities for
all age groups
A “pub” - which can fulfil a
social environment—not just for “drinking” but to reduce
isolation
Community learning and development for “easily ignored”
communities of interest on local democracy
Joined up thinking between local organisations
Palliative care facilities specifically for children
Cinema
Local services for autism. Support for the elderly in the
more remote areas
Infrastructure
Locally based mental health services—i.e. based on
Ardnarmurchan not having to go Fort William

The Ugly—things that are in
your community but don’t
necessarily work well or meet
your needs.










 Better use of Highland Council
Facilities making them more open
and valuable to public
 Interaction between communities
and Public Bodies
 Engagement with Teenage to 30’s
group
 Use of Public Buildings in the
Community .
Effective communication … still too difficult to
understand how the partnerships are making a real
difference
Transport Signs[?]
HC Officers not listening to comm[unities] comments
and acting on the public thoughts
Still feels like top down approach … it’s the
individuals in the community that matter
Joint up thinking by the authorities
Ardnemurchan/Morvan is Not Fort William (or even
worse Inverness local democracy)
A82
Shopping Choices


















Overtaking lanes on A82
“although changing (Community Planning) “Effective
Engagement” with residents and grass routes orgs.
Self-directed support is not achieving its potential yet
to give people choice in their care and support; we
need better transport opportunities in some areas
particularly for evenings
Plantation community hall/buildings not fit for
purpose
Youth work across Lochaber
Transport—bus services changes no consultation
(little) PATIENT TRANSPORT
ASMIS support for children in schools
HC Services expectation that 3rd sector will fill the
gaps without additional resources
Current Mallaig ferry (Armadale) arrangements
There are lots of opportunities - but more and more
reliance on the internet and social media—this
excludes many people; broadband still a problem in
many areas
Drivers who speed on quiet village roads
Litter!
Challenges of community engagement—”unheard
voices” more participation from public in community
councils
Access to statutory decision makers separated by
physical and social distance.

The Place; 2 way flow
Early intervention on youth workers level
Using other community initiatives e.g. green fingers project, to provide support.
Consistent person centred wraparounds
Support for family/carers and not just the individual

Information—services opportunities activities; Diff. methods of informing; social

Access to support & Information in smaller (rural) communities

Training young people in listening skills to offer peer support to others suffering
from stress/Anxiety at an early stage &prevent escalation (listen well Scotland)

More use of existing community facilities e.g. schools, community centres

Local place of safety facility (not Inverness)

Transport—Flexible working; child care; leisure; employment; Fuel Costs = Fuel Poverty; no low cost alternatives; cost of having a car; appointments
Cheaper facilities, e.g. Highlife, for lower income families, discounts etc.

Carrot and stick for employers to pay the living wage
Helping to dispose of the stigma associated with food and clothes banks
Make houses cheaper to buy and cheaper to run
Shared meals; health options; cross generational—lunch clubs—suppers—
homework clubs; better use/support of facilities—sharing of resources.
Affordable and available housing; environ-mentally friendly

Recognising people as assets

Decisions on Affordability???? Shopping options; stress—ill health; leisure; eat or
heat; child care; savings for mortgage deposits; social attitudes; time to stay
healthy
Basic income for all

Literacy; numeracy need to be prioritised

Financial education in schools

One stop shop—advice, help, signposting, food etc.

Cost of poverty—more choice needed e.g. grocery retail

What do you think happens, or doesn’t happen, in your community that means some people find it difficult to make ends meet and struggle to have enough money
for all their needs?
Enhancing sharing of information
Need for improved understanding and relationships across all sectors including private, public and voluntary orgs.

Greater social inclusion (improvements)

Not offering(?) people with mental health diagnosis

Where do you think there are opportunities to help more people live with good mental health and wellbeing? Where do you think it doesn’t work as well at the moment?
EDUCATION—normalising, making everyone happy to think about mental health in Isolation Loneliness; Not just rural; Transport Key; Activity; encouraged & Informed;
same way as physical; responsibility 2 way; start young; openness; curiosity learn- better info; good neighbour; power of Tea & Chat; Well planned housing
ing more.
Improving Accountability
Explore experts by experience

Transparency—what happens to consultations? - If actions are unsuccessful/ don’t
happen—why not?
Community ‘touch stones’ using people within the community—communicators,
Trust, worthy; ordinary people matter

Meaningful involvement in [?] & evaluation; actions and outcomes

Conversations no consultations

Resources—Making its peoples job to speak to others; recognising success and
finding diff. ways of capturing + differences[?]; not just about £; think creatively;
horses for courses; Be honest about resource challenges
How do we get more people within the community to get involved? Over-use of
volunteers

Develop integrated transport structure

Make appointment systems (healthcare) truly person—centred by being responsive to people’s individual needs. Use telehealth where appropriate.
Affordable public transport

All transport to be accessible to everyone, not just wheelchairs, but every disability.
Linking the connections between transport timetables improving the connectivity
between them all
Better road infrastructure

Invest in the infrastructure and rolling stock

Mallaig—Armadale Ferry!

Income generation to support transport, e.g. use the tourism and themed train
journeys; pay in advance fund; Transport vouchers instead of more soap[?]
Use & Alternatives e.g. VC, Home visits, group deliveries, web casting, flexible appointments, telehealth—only where choice and not for all; cut down + Resources +
Choice;
Extend care Lochaber community drivers to all age for all [?] needs

Thinking in the long term rather than short term in all moves of transport

Use of natural asset “ water” ways and Air

Good integration and information; make it fit; better and give people confidence;
get the information out in a user friendly form & way
Resources; communities to have their own solutions and maximise their use and
benefits
Use of community transport—use men’s shed as resource?

Highland is a large geographical area and getting around the area can be difficult. What do you think could be done to ensure that transport doesn’t become a barrier for people.

Communication and language; Use diff. methods to reach diff people; use my language avoid jargon ; make things plain; come to where I am; Bring Cake!

Willingness to act

Training partners & Community

Adopt a listening culture

Communities need to be involved in the decision making process fully and listened
to
The need for a community forum so all communities know what’s happening

Two way communication between parties involved

Highland to become a no lip service zone; its not just about lip service—what is the
plus for the person.

Ask Communities to Identify what needs to change rather than ask for their views
on predetermined issues.

Public agency decision makers need to develop trust within communities by feeding back to them the impact of engagement. Their ‘close the loop’.

How do we support more dialogue and participation within communities and between communities and public agency decision makers?

Identifying risks—educate
Open up new community schools at weekends as a space for young people and older
people
Active Citizenship; Confusion what can we & Can’t we; being able to ‘get involved’ &
knowing where to go; education and Info; whistle blowing is something is far wrong.
Poverty driving criminal activity
Listening & good conversations about a person’s risks & choices & Support they want/need
to be safe—which that person not others
More 24/7 services for isolated/people with mental health issues to use.
Building Trust between Public Sectors & Communities “giving back power”

Up to date versions of telecare systems

Overlaying Public Agency ‘Big’ Data

Digital divide; - knowledge; - experience; - access; - infrastructure; e.g. social media use for
[?]; utility no luxury

Recruitment and retention of staff across the services

Traffic calming measures needed more widely to combat speeding in villages, etc.

Preventing Isolation “community resilience”

Housing—temperature—Fire—Security—Phone nuisance calls—Practical Support

More thought given to support when moving families with previous experience of criminal
activity into rural/small communities
Offenders should, if appropriate and with consent, meet their ‘victim’ (who they may never
have seen) to understand the impact of their actions.
Break the understanding/reputation/expectation to “be bad”; give options to award diff.
behaviour; peer pressure; Avoid judgemental attitudes; give other “buzz” options—Bike
Supervision orders that are correctly supervised

Experience around emergency services e.g. work experience, F.S. P.S. A.S. etc. = generic
volunteers programme
Family mentoring system
Treat people like animals, they behave like animals (putting people in cages)
More Youth Development Officers

Work out real reason for why person did it:- Lack of knowledge; Cry for Help; Attention;
Malice; Boredom—things to do

Mento (some age gap!) but with relevant experience

Give better opportunities to choose a different experience

Build relationships with person; don’t exclude them

Improvement of environments

Crime Doesn’t pay

Support for Drug & Alcohol abuse

Discretion

When someone does something they shouldn’t have done, perhaps they have got into trouble with the police, what support do they need to make sure it doesn’t happen again?

People they can trust they can go to

A safe ‘breathing space’ pace that people can go to 24/7 to talk to someone in an
emergency

How do we keep people safe in our community, think especially about the most vulnerable people and where they face risks to their safety and what could be done about that?

Aspirations, Hopes & Wish List For Our
Communities:



Community where everyone is valued



Infrastructure to match development



Transport infrastructure suitable for 21st Century



Warm hoes for all & affordable warmth



Share skills experiences …. Make most of what we
have in our communities



Why don’t passing place signs also say ‘keep left’?



Appropriate resourcing



Build trust; be honest; don’t just tick boxes re
consultations



Better use of money … try to give what they want
not what we think they need



Cinema



Fort William Community Council—”local voice”



Future strategy to be led from ground level





A place for disabled people as active decision
makers

Accessible patient transport that meets people’s
needs



Tourist tax for community infrastructure benefit



Appreciating & valuing differences



Voices of ‘real’ community people being heard,
not just reps of organisations



A sense of belonging for everyone



Services more responsive to communities voiced
needs



Peer Support available as statutory service in [?]
health



Senior officers to ceome our of their ivory towers



Recognising that autonomy over small amounts of
funding can have a big local impact



Celebrate what we have :)



Encouraging entrepreneurship; local ownership,
empowerment



Stay optimistic



Involving people from start identifying what they
need and finding solutions



Resources to provide volunteer led services



Village enhancement, person to be a first contact
for development



Intensive work with problem/priority families—
multi agency



Community Forum to collect and pass information



A go too person for help



More funding for charity/support groups



More openness and honety from public agencies
to build trust in communities [?]



Successful built in resilience



More support places for people who are
vulnerable to go to



Happy connected communities

There was also one returned comment that was illegible.

Highland Local Outcome Improvement Plan
The participants were asked after completing the
discussion around the six previous questions about
whether or not the following priorities, which had
been introduced at the start of the day, were things
that should be included in a strategic CPP plan.
They all agreed that they should through there were
varying views the majority in all instances agreed
with the following:


Poverty;



Community Safety and Resilience;



Transport;



Engagement & Dialogue with Communities;



Mental Health and Wellbeing

Additionally members of the group added the
following points for consideration:


Reducing inequalities



Literacy (health, safety etc.)



Building Social Capital



Valuing “lived experience”



Equity not equality



Inclusion



Building social capital



Skills training for children coming into starting
employment



Education needs for children with additional support
needs



Inclusion for people with learning disabilities



Inclusion of all in communities. People with special
needs, children educational needs and development



Inequality can often lead to reduced wellbeing and even
serious ill health



Much earlier intervention needed to address so many
issues.—Longer term budgets should be available for
vol. sector



Community engagement and views to be taken into
account for decision that affects their community



Intergenerational opportunities—communities for al
ages, all abilities



Right care, right place, right time



Solutions to loneliness and isolation. Improving
connections for everyone in our communities



“place of safety” …. Wide interpretation of term. (crisis
help—networking re agencies)



Why is the Scottish Ambulance Services not part of the
CPP



Where are the Scottish Ambulance Service?



Where is health NHS?

Police 2026 Strategy
T/Supt. Colin Gough took the opportunity to reflect
more fully on the Police Scotland consultation which
is live at the moment for people to feed back their
thoughts on. He encouraged people to consider
ensuring that they take the chance to feed into that
directly after todays discussion. He also reflected on
the ongoing support he and Police Scotland more
fully have had within Lochaber in relation to the
work of the Police.

Local Fire Plan
Local Area Liaison Officer, Dougie Campbell, also
invited individuals to engage with the SFRS where
they see opportunities to improve the impact that
they could make locally on things that were
important to communities. He invited the group to
get in touch either with himself or with the local
office if they have any questions after the event
today.

EVALUATION REPORT
Participants were asked to complete an evaluation form at the end of the session, this is the compiled
response.
What word(s) best describe how you feel about the session today (largest indicated most frequent):

Energised

Frustrated

Inspired

Thoughtful

Interested

Thought Provoking
Cynical

Assured

Good Networking

Concerned

Informative

Well Planned Great

What was the most useful part and why? (Duplicate comments have been combined)
Hearing news of Highland LOIP development and networking
Interesting to hear other people’s views
Meeting representatives from other agencies/groups and creating links
Police report. Meeting and contact with statutory partners
Local event—may not have been able to attend otherwise
All
Finding out from other participants
Useful questions to think about what we need
Questions
[?] themes
The facilitators at the table were great & Captured bits we might have lost
Interaction
Table Discussion. Able to air views
What was the least useful part and why?
Not a great room set up. Too Warm
Questions were quiet long and broad
Lack of feedback on the trends that came from group discussions
N/A—all helpful
Perhaps a little prescriptive
N/A
Response from Police and Fire Service Both are evolving into first responders which they not be best use of people
What would help to make these sessions more useful in future?
Hearing from the community itself
Ask participants to do some pre event exercise
Questions in advance (to engage colleagues/partners etc.)
Any follow up meetings would be good to know thoughts of other Highland areas
Broader representation
It would have been good to have had time to look at others input at a couple of junctures
Is there anything you would like to add?
Worked Well
Perhaps a “non”-statutory neutral location would provoke Boarder/wider engagement from community.
Well done
Look forward to the feedback and seeing some actions implemented
Better parking

Hard working, mind exercising way of gathering views. Good Day.
I have attended numerous events over a long period of time on this issue under different with no actual
improvements taking place.

Thanks to the participants from within and around Caithness

Highland Community Planning Partnership
www.highlandcpp.org.uk

